A critical review of source code size estimation approaches for object-oriented programming languages: A comparative study
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Abstract—Size estimation plays a key role in effort estimation that has a crucial impact on software projects in the software industry. We investigate the accuracy of early lines of code (LOC) estimation approaches for an object-oriented system at the early software development phase. We have validated the proposed methods using samples from both the software industry and open-source systems. In this paper, authors perform a comparative study of several size estimation models on C++, C#, and Java programs by using object-oriented metrics to estimate LOC, which comprise measures for #classes, class size, #methods per class, #attributes per class etc. We applied Surface Response Modeling (SRM) method, a case of Design of Experiment (DOE) method, in order to determine the factors that contribute most to the estimation model accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Size is an important internal attribute of software, which can be measured statically without having to execute the software system. Despite the fact that software sizing is well recognized as an important problem for more than two decades, there is still much problem in existing methods. A number of previous studies showed that size of C++, C#, and Java programs by using object-oriented metrics has strong correlations with many software characteristics such as the #classes, class size, #methods per class, #attributes per class etc.

In spite of its importance, there have been relatively few empirical studies [1,2,4,6] published that investigate issues relating to the size estimation accuracy and confidence in LOC measure. We believe it is essential that we perform such a study to understand more about statistical importance of OO metrics used in software size estimation models for different OO programming languages such as C++, C#, and Java programs. By doing so, we hope we could achieve a better understanding of the OO metrics and their individual effects (contribution) to the software size and thus we could be able to more precisely estimate program size in LOC.

Many researchers propose a method for estimating LOC for an information system from its conceptual data model through the use of multiple linear regression models [2,4,5,8]. We have validated their methods through collecting samples from both the industry and open-source systems published in literature [1,3,4,5,6]. In this paper we report some experimental evaluations of metrics for OO models. Such metrics were obtained by adapting for OO models some metrics that were originally conceived for OO code. According to the reported results, we sketch a methodological approach to the measurement of model size and other quantitative characteristics. A cross validation approach was adopted to build and evaluate linear and polynomial models where the independent variable was a traditional OO entity: classes, attributes, methods, association, inheritance, or a combination of them [4,9].

II. RELATED WORK

A. Parametric Modeling Process

The estimation of software size plays a key role in project effort estimation. Line of code (LOC) and function points (FPs) are the size measures most commonly used in existing software effort estimation models [10]. Despite the existence of well-known software sizing methods such as the function point method [4] and its variants tailored for object-oriented software [3,4,7], many practitioners and project managers continue to produce estimates based on ad hoc or so-called “expert” approaches. The main reasons cited are the lack of required information in the early stage of a project and the need of domain specific methods [5,7]. However, the accuracy of ad hoc and expert approaches has inherent problems that often results in upsets over project budgets and schedules [1,2,9,10]. It also affects the success of many projects. Researchers have proposed several measures to assess different internal class attributes, such as size, cohesion, and coupling. The proposed OO size measures measure different program size aspects. For example, Number of Methods (NoM) measures the amount of functionality that a class provides and corresponding average size in LOC - AvgM, Number of Attributes (NoA) measures the amount of data necessary for the class to function and corresponding average size in LOC - AvgA size in LOC, and the lines of code (LOC) parameter measures the size in terms of statements [3,4,8,11].

The entity-relationship (ER) model is widely used in conceptual modeling (requirements analysis) for data-
intensive system. From our observation, the characteristic of a data-intensive system, and therefore the source code of its software, is well characterized by the ER diagram that models its data. Based on this observation, paper [4,6,8] proposes a method for building software size model from extended ER diagram through the use of regression models based on numbers of classes, methods, NoR – number of class relations (sum of associations, aggregations, inheritances). In the proposed approach, a separate software size model should be built for each different development environment (that is, each programming language and tool used). For example, different software size models should be built for systems written in Visual Basic with VB Script and SQL, and systems written in Java with JSP, Java Script and SQL.

However, we do not propose to build a software size model based on a fixed set of independent variables. It all depends on the kind of ER diagrams used in organizations for which we develop the software size model. Note that the above-mentioned association refers to association that is not aggregation. The separation of relationship types into associations, aggregations and generalizations is because of the differences in their semantics. These differences may result to some differences in navigation and updating needs in the database.

B. Approaches for Estimating Software Size in LOC

A number of multiple regression models were developed with various combinations and transformations of the independent variables from collected metrics in a small dataset sample. Authors in work [3] proposed a linear combination of the number of methods (NoM) and the number of attributes (NoA) for LOC estimation (eLOC – without comments lines) based on 17 Java based projects (5 of them refer to the open source applications, while 7 refer to the small students’ applications). In research [5] three simple linear models of size estimation that are based on class (AvgC) and method (AvgM) sizes in LOC. The parameters of the model have been experimentally derived using 25 applications written in Java. The designed model was experimentally verified using another 25 Java applications. The applications were totally independent from source ones, so authors assume that the results should apply to general cases. Authors in work [4] experimented with 29 subsystems, from four complete projects in the area of telecommunications, were measured. C++ was the target language, and the CORBA environment was the standard platform for distributed computing. Primary, the authors proposed object oriented function points (OOFP), an adaptation of the function points approach to object-oriented systems. In a small pilot study, authors used the OOFP method to estimate lines of code (LOC) and few simple linear models of size estimation that are based on NoC, NoM and NoR.

A cross validation approach was adopted to build and evaluate linear models where the independent variable was either a traditional OO entity (classes, methods, association, inheritance, or a combination of them) or an OOFP-related measure in our work [2].

Finally, the most related study to our work was undertaken by authors in work [4] who used OO metrics (NoC, NoR and AvgA=NoA/NoC) to build simple linear models of size estimation in LOC. From the dataset that is formed by the combination of the two datasets collected from the industry and open-source Java-based systems for model building, authors built end validated (Table 5,6,7 and 8 in article [4]) the simple linear models of size estimation in LOC.

III. EMPIRICAL METHOD

The main finding of our previous work [1] is that the effects of independent variables-metrics: NoC, NoM and NoA to the output variable LOC are NOT statistically significant. Authors in works [3] and [4] did not statistically analyze their dataset in order to evaluate individual effects on LOC estimation confidence. This is the main reason why these authors [4] proposed and experimented with so many models (nineteen) which accuracy i.e. absolute relative error is in range of 25% to 107%. In this section we discuss the phenomenon based on deeper analysis of the data set from our project at MU student research on e-Learning tool [1] and 8 finished project data sets from literature review [3,4,5,6]. Perhaps the most valuable result of our study is not the set of LOC size estimation models, but a methodology able to consistently improve model performance described in this section. Indeed, during our validation, many factors were discovered that may affect the performance of the size prediction model.

A. Description of Data Sets

As we already mentioned in previous section researchers have proposed several OO metrics (measures) to use in building prediction model for software Size in LOC such as: NoC, NoM, NoA, NoR, AvgA, AvgC and AvgM sizes in LOC. In order to compare several prediction models in literature we collected 9 datasets from multiple organizations in the industry including software house and end-users such as public organizations and insurance companies, open source systems published in articles [1,3,4,5,6]. These projects cover a wide range of application domains, implemented in various programming languages (C++, C#, Java etc.) including telecommunications, freight management, administrative and financial systems. The main objective for collecting data from open source systems is to have larger datasets. We used collected metrics of 16 applications (implemented in Java) produced by students in a Software Engineering course, denoted as Dataset 1 from work [3] which is similar to our students works [1] denoted as Dataset 3 consisting of 13 components written in C#. Because of dataset comparability, we used collected metrics of a large project (denoted as Dataset 2) from work [4] consisting of 29 modules (components) written in C++ language. Denoted in this work as Dataset 4, consists of 25 applications from work [5, Table 3 and 5] which were used
to measure different Java characteristic metrics to build software site estimation model in LOC. Next, denoted as Dataset_5 is another independent 25 Java applications data set from work [5, Table 6] were used to validate generated size estimation model.

The last datasets, Dataset 6, 7, 8 and 9 are combination of 3) i) and 3) ii) datasets from Java based projects database presented in a research paper [6, Table 5,6,8 and 9]. Authors in [6] have validated their proposed estimation method through the following five pairs of datasets - each pair has one dataset for model building and another dataset for model validation – collected from the industry and open-source data-intensive information systems:

1) Industry VB-based System: These are collected from systems in the industry that were developed using Visual Basic with SQL. Both datasets have 16 systems.

2) Open-source PHP-based System: These are collected from open-source systems that were developed using PHP with HTML and SQL. The dataset for model building has 32 systems. The dataset for validation has 31 systems.

3) Java-based System: The following three pairs of datasets collected from systems that were developed using Java with JSP, HTML and SQL:

i) Industry Java-based System: These are collected from systems that were developed in the industry. Both datasets have 16 systems (our Dataset_6 and 7).

ii) Open-source Java-based System: These are collected from open-source systems. The dataset for model building has 30 systems (our Dataset_8). The dataset for validation has 24 systems (our Dataset_9).

iii) The combined Java-based System (our Dataset_10): These are formed by combing the corresponding datasets from the last two pairs of datasets. Therefore, the dataset for model building has 46 systems. The dataset for validation has 40 systems.

B. Building Size Models

This research is driven towards achieving several objectives as follows:

• To analyze existing OO metrics, techniques and approaches used in building prediction model for software Size in LOC

• To formulate prediction model for software Size in LOC applying Surface Response Modeling (SRM) method, a case of Design of Experiment (DOE) method approach based on metrics in software OO design process at the project beginning phase (HLD)

• To evaluate the accuracy of proposed prediction model based on acceptable criteria for final selection of software Size in LOC prediction model.

This section describes the model-building strategies that were used for predicting software size in LOC.

The steps for building proposed software size models are as follows:

1) Independent variables (OO metrics) identification: Based on the type of data model (UML or ER diagram) constructed during requirements modeling and analysis.

2) Data collection: Collect UML and ER diagrams and sizes of source codes (in LOC) of sufficient data-intensive systems from published data in [1-6]. There are many free tools available for the automated extraction of source code size.

3) Model building and evaluation: There are quite a number of commonly used regression models. SRM of DOE regression models are considered in our research which is similar to works [1,4,6,8]. The size of source code (in LOC) and the independent variables identified in the first step form the dependent and the independent variables respectively for the model. Statistical packages (e.g. we used MINITAB ver.16 statistical software tool) should be used for the model building. Ideally, we should have separate datasets for modeling (model building) and evaluation. However, if the data is limited, the same dataset may also be used for model building and evaluation like in research works [3,4].

We applied Surface Response Modeling (SRM) method, a case of Design of Experiment (DOE) method (see Fig. 1, MINITAB 16 screenshots) in order to:

1. Fit a model to data collected using a central composite, Box-Behnken, or custom response surface design. We have chosen to fit the models with the following terms: linear terms, squared terms and interaction terms (variables). We used for confidence level a commonly used α-level 0.05, then the p-value (P=0.05) to determine which of the effects in the model are statistically significant. Before looking at the individual effects in the regression table, one should first look at the analysis of variance table at the p-values for the omnibus F-tests for all linear, all squared and all interaction effects. After identifying a significant set of effects (for example linear effects, or interaction effects), the regression table is to be used to evaluate the individual effects.

2. Find regression equation for Y as functions of independent variables X_i in the form:

\[ Y = b_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i X_i + \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} b_{ij} X_i X_j \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where: Y - is the estimated (dependent) output variable i.e. LOC in our case, n - number of independent variables-metrics used in the building model, b_0, b_i - linear regression coefficients without variable interaction, b_{ij} – variable interaction regression coefficients, and X_i - real ith metrics values in the experiment.

C. Model assessment

Further, the model building strategies have the following associated factors to compare software size estimation models characteristics of the goodness:

• The coefficient of determination, R^2 - it is the amount of variation explained by the regression equation which is used to predict future outcomes on the basis of other related information. It is a statistical term saying how good the
particular generated equation is at predicting functional defects. R-Sq. value must be above 50%.

- The F-ratio is used to test the hypothesis that all regression coefficients are zero at statistically significant levels.

Large deviations in size estimation area require model performance comparison using some heuristic rejection rules that compare more than just mean performance data [4]. The results for each validated method were compared using each treatment of MMRE, SDMRE, and larger $R^2$ correlation. MMRE comes from the mean magnitude of the relative error, or MRE, the absolute value of the relative error:

\[ \text{MRE} = \left| \frac{\text{predicted} - \text{actual}}{\text{actual}} \right| \]  

(2)

The mean magnitude of the relative error, or MMRE, is the average percentage of the absolute values of the relative errors over an entire data set. Given $n$ tests (estimators), the MMRE is:

\[ \text{MMRE} = \frac{100}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{\text{predicted}_i - \text{actual}_i}{\text{actual}_i} \right| \]  

(3)

The standard deviation, or SDMRE, is root mean square of MRE. Given a $n$ tests (estimators), the SDMRE is:

\[ \text{SDMRE} = \frac{100}{T} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{MRE}_i - \text{MMRE})^2 \right)^{1/2} \]  

(4)

The PRED(N) reports the average percentage of estimates that were within N% of the actual size candidates’ estimated values in given T-test examples. MMRE and PRED(0.25) are the most commonly used assessments for validation. Lowest MMRE is preferred. The PRED(0.25) is the ratio of number of cases in which the estimates are within the 25% of the actual values divided by the total number of cases. The main criteria for validation lies in obtaining acceptable values of MMRE and PRED(0.25). Their acceptable values are not more than 0.25 and not less than 75% respectively according to [4].

IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF STUDY

A report from MINITAB Response Surface Design to fit a SW Size estimation model to data collected using a central composite or Box-Behnken, on Dataset_1 from work [3] is presented on Fig 2.

The main finding of this work is that the effects of independent variables-metrics:NoC, NoM and NoA to the output variable eLOC are NOT statistically significant. We did the same analysis on collected metrics (NoC and NoM) of a large project (Dataset_2 from work [4]). The SRM Regression report at confidence level $p=0.05$ for Dataset_2 is presented in Fig. 3. The main finding in the previous text has shown that there is no significant correlation between the NoC, NoA and NoM in a model and the SW Size in software development in works [3,4].
Authors in works [3] and [4] did not statistically analyze their dataset in order to evaluate individual effects on LOC estimation confidence. This is the main reason why these authors [4] proposed and experimented with so many models (nineteen) which accuracy i.e. absolute relative error is in range of 25% to 107%. In this section we discuss the phenomenon based on deeper analysis of the data from MU student research on e-Learning tool [1].

The analysis of variance table (Fig. 2 and 3) shows that by p-values less than 0.05 or close to this value for all linear, all squared and all interaction effects (for example linear effects, or interaction effects) on dependent output variable (eLOC) could only be metrics NoC and NoA. We apply SRM only on NoC and NoA metrics factors for our Dataset_3 of e-Learning application. Fig. 4 shows that statistically significant regression equation is [1]:

\[
eLOC = 22.361 \times \text{NoA} + 0.269 \times \text{NoA} \times \text{NoA} - 2.109 \times \text{NoA} \times \text{NoC} \quad (5)
\]

In work [3] authors provided the formula:

\[
eLOC = 3.3 \times \text{NoA} + 5.7 \times \text{NoM} \quad (6)
\]

does eLOC with a reasonably small absolute relative error (23%). In our work [1] we analyzed eight estimation model candidates and our regression equation (5) computes eLOC with smaller absolute relative error. We can conclude from the estimation results that our regression equation (5) is better than estimation model (Eq. 6) presented in work [3], because MMRE is 36% compared to 68%. More importantly, 80% of e-Learning data points MRE<50%, while Eq. 6 provided only 8% with MRE<50%.

The SRM Regression report at confidence level \( p=0.05 \) for Dataset_4 from work [5] is presented in Fig. 5. Again, our approach showed that NoC and NoM have main contribution (significance) to Java application size in LOC, not only NoM multiplied by AvgM=12 LOC (average method size per method) as stated in work [5]. Our estimation equation is:

\[
LOC = 1913.89 - 2.55312 \times \text{NoC} + 11.1416 \times \text{NoM} + 0.111281 \times \text{NoC} \times \text{NoC}
\]  

(7)

Estimating size of 25 Java application from Dataset_4 using equation (7) we obtained MMRE=17.4% instead 19.8% calculated by authors in work [5] (accuracy improvement by 2.5%) using Dataset_4 for model building. When we applied our more precise Eq. (7) on verification Dataset_6 from [5] we obtained MMRE=18% (small 0.6% deviation from building model dataset). It is surprising that proposed estimation formula in [5]:

\[
LOC = 12 \times \text{NoM}
\]  

(8)

provides better accuracy (MMRE=14.6%) than our model. It is well known [1,2,4,6,8] that estimation accuracy on validation dataset is always worse (MMRE greater) than on model building dataset. We applied estimation models from works: [3] (Eq. 6), works [5] (Eq. 8), and our model (Eq. 5) and calculated MMRE for our Dataset_3 from [1]. Results are presented on Fig. 6. It is confirmed that our SRM method provides better accuracy MMRE=35.3%, compared to MMRE=52.4% using model from [5] and MMRE=67.6% using model from [3]. We can conclude that authors in [5] made inversion and fitted application dataset.

![Figure 4. SRM Regression report on e-Learning dataset - Dataset_3 at confidence level \( p=0.05 \) [1]](image)

![Figure 5. SRM Regression report on Java applications dataset - Dataset_4 at confidence level \( p=0.05 \) [5]](image)

![Figure 6. Estimation accuracy of analysed models from [1,3,5].](image)
When we applied our SRM proposed approach on Dataset 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 we obtained identical estimation equations and confirmed that authors in work [6] correctly statistically analyzed used datasets. Research work in [6] is a confirmation of our approach i.e. SRM approach is verified (validated).

V. CONCLUSIONS

It has been clearly demonstrated that Surface Response Modeling (SRM) analysis, a case of Design of Experiment (DOE) method has been successfully applied to formulate a software size in LOC prediction model building and validation. By using statistical approach, the research can justify the contribution and significance of OO metrics: NoC, NoM, NoA, NoR, AvgA, AvgC and AvgM, to experimentally derived software size prediction model precision using historical data base of finished projects in every company.

A number of multiple regression models were developed with various combinations and transformations of the independent variables. The models were then analyzed for their ability to accurately predict the dependent variable – software size in LOC.

In carrying out the research, the activities were subjected to several limitations. First, the research only produced parametric model design and validation, due to limited number of data points across application domains and implementation OO languages such as C++, C# and Java. Second, data collected is only limited to software development projects in which their metrics are rigorously collected and tracked.

By doing so, we hope we could achieve a better understanding of the OO metrics and their individual effects (contribution) to the software size and thus we could be able to more precisely estimate program size in LOC. We have validated the proposed methods using samples from both the software industry and open-source systems in order to determine the factors that contribute most to the estimation model accuracy.

Our SRM approach outperformed a few published research results on software size estimation in prediction accuracy on their project samples.
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